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7. HYDRIC BATH — recent learnings and a new research 

methodology for the assessment of long-term flood risk using 

documentary evidence 
 

Ioanna Stamataki1, Thomas R. Kjeldsen2 

  

 

Abstract 

 

The HYDRIC BATH Project was a multidisciplinary project which aimed 

to investigate and assess the utility of documentary evidence of past flood 

events (1823-1960) for contemporary flood risk assessments. By bridging the 

fields of engineering, history and statistics and drawing from the combination 

of the use of historical documentary evidence and modern technological 

modelling techniques, it allowed an improved assessment of long-term flood 

risk of the City of Bath, United Kingdom.  

Bath is a historical UNESCO world-heritage site and as it has always been 

located close to the river, communities in Bath have experienced the effects 

of flooding since early settlements in Roman times. The novelty of this 

research was the different methodology adopted for information and data 

gathering compared to current scientific practice. A 1D hydraulic model 

representing the River Avon through the city of Bath was constructed using 

data collected from a variety of sources and in various formats, including 

historical photographs, local knowledge, engineering drawings, technical 

reports, water level charts, and physical markings of historical water levels in 

the city. Identification and translation of this material into a unified and useful 

format was a major and challenging undertaking, at times relying purely on 

serendipity.  

This project showed that the inclusion of historical flood data can have a 

dramatic effect on the outcome of a flood frequency analysis for 

contemporary flood risk assessments showing a 20-30% increase in the 100-

year flood. The use of documentary sources is relevant to many disciplines, 

thus, central repositories of this information need to be created to facilitate 

this. This research was an important paving stone towards the integration of 

 
1 Corresponding Author. Faculty of Engineering & Science, University of Greenwich, School 

of Engineering, Central Avenue, Chatham, ME4 4TB, United Kingdom; e-mail: 

i.stamataki@greenwich.ac.uk 
2 Department of Architecture & Civil Engineering, University of Bath, 6 East, Bath, BA2 

7AY, United Kingdom; e-mail: t.r.kjeldsen@bath.ac.uk. 
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social science and digital / IT to aid scientific investigations in the field of 

engineering. 

 

Keywords: flooding; historical flood; flood marks; documentary sources; 

hydrological reconstruction 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The city of Bath is located in the county of Somerset in the South West of 

England with an estimated population of 101,106 (The Geographist, 2019). 

In 1987 the city was recognised as a cultural UNESCO world-heritage site, a 

place of “outstanding universal value to the whole of humanity” (Bath World 
Heritage, 2022). The first known settlement in Bath (named Aquae Sulis), 

was founded around 44AD by the Romans and the city of Bath is a remarkable 

case study in how the history, architecture and development of a city can be 

closely connected to the city's relationship to its river; the River Avon. Thus, 

the city has a particularly rich record of historical evidence, primarily physical 

flood marks on buildings and bridges, but also a well-documented history of 

flooding through sources such as photographs, technical reports, and previous 

research. UNESCO recognised the city for its “Roman Remains, 18th Century 
Architecture, 18th Century Town Planning, Social Setting, Hot Springs and 

Landscape Setting” (Bath World Heritage, 2022). 
The HYDRIC BATH Project was a 2-year multidisciplinary project at the 

University of Bath generously funded by the Leverhulme Trust. The objective 

of the project was to investigate and assess the utility of documentary 

evidence of past flood events (1823-1960) for contemporary flood risk 

assessments in the City of Bath. Research into historical flooding requires a 

multidisciplinary approach and thus, by bridging the fields of engineering, 

history and statistics and drawing from the combination of the use of 

historical documentary evidence and modern technological modelling 

techniques, it aimed to provide an improved assessment of long-term flood 

risk of the city. The project had a long and, at times, difficult journey whilst 

investigating flooding through the ages. From identifying the flood marks 

throughout the city; to looking for historical information in the Record Office 

of the City of Bath, and the archive rooms of the Centre of Ecology and 

Hydrology as well as the Environment Agency; participating in public 

engagement activities; creating awareness through a blog and website; 

starting a wide-Twitter search for additional historical information; and 
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finally developing a 1D hydraulic model representing the River Avon through 

the city of Bath and using the model to assess the peak flow of historical flood 

events in the city. 

Over the years citizen science has been used in closed collaboration to 

research. The HYDRIC BATH Project believes that there is a strong need to 

engage local communities and involve them in scientific research especially 

in multi-disciplinary projects such as this. Local knowledge in historical 

flooding is key and as such data-driven citizen science is a fundamental step 

towards changing the way communities deal with flooding and towards 

raising awareness and community resilience. The successful completion of 

the project was accompanied by extensive public engagement activities 

(Minerva Public Lecture, Walking with the Scientists, Swindon Science 

Festival etc.), the publication of a book dedicated to the historical flooding of 

the city of the Bath “Flooding through the ages: Reconstructing historical 
floods in the city of Bath” and a journal paper in the Journal of Flood Risk 
Management (Stamataki and Kjeldsen, 2021) entitled “Reconstructing the 
peak flow of historical flood events using a hydraulic model: The city of Bath, 

United Kingdom”. 
 

 

2. Background 

 

The Aquae Sulis settlement was founded around 44AD, and by 50AD a 

temple and public baths had been constructed around the hot springs to exploit 

their healing properties. From the 17th century many schemes were suggested 

to improve the navigation of the River Avon (Buchanan, 1998) but were not 

realised. The River Avon was finally made navigable by Architect John Wood 

the Elder (1704- 1754) who introduced weirs and locks to control the river 

and allow boats to travel upstream from Bristol to Bath. This brought 

economic prosperity to the area allowing Bath to become an inland port 

supporting agriculture and the burgeoning industrialisation economy 

(Buchanan, 1998). During the Georgian period, in the 18th century, the city 

developed into a spa city (i.e. a city designed for public bathing) which led to 

an increase in population growth and to the city’s development with 
neoclassical Palladian buildings.  

The River Avon (also known as the Bristol Avon) flows through the city 

centre of Bath creating a very strong connection of the city with the water. 

The river rises in South Gloustershire and ultimately flows into the Bristol 

Channel at Avonmouth (see Fig. 1 below). As the city was built around the 

river, the residents in Bath experienced the effects of flooding from Roman 
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times and documented the history and their efforts of combating the curse of 

flooding in countless accounts; which has been extensively discussed by 

Buchanan (1998) and Greenhalgh (1974). 

 

 
Figure 1 - Map of the river Avon which rises in South Gloustershire and flows into the 

Bristol Channel (NRFA, 2020) 

 

 

What is most interesting in the City of Bath, however, is the physical 

evidence of the historical floods which provides a strong historical record 

through the town itself. Although this has only been identified for events from 

the 19th century onwards, historical evidence of past flood events is left on 

buildings throughout the city in the form of water level marks. There are three 

locations (see Fig. 2 below) where dated historical water levels have been 

identified within the city. From east to west: Grove Street, 

Halfpenny/Widcombe Bridge and Norfolk buildings. The earliest flood mark 

dates back to 1823 in Grove Street but subsequently, the majority of extreme 

floods have been recorded underneath Halfpenny (Ha’penny) Bridge 
(fourteen marks from 1875 to 1960). These historical flood marks predate 

River 

Avon 

Bristol 

Channel 
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data from the available river gauges of the River Avon at Bathford (1969 - 

present) and St James Bridge (1939- 1968). The flood marks therefore 

provided a unique opportunity to extend the flow record length in time and to 

include significant events not captured by the contemporary flow gauging 

efforts.  

The HYDRIC BATH Project focused its research on the centre of Bath, 

modelling an 8 km stretch of the River Avon from Bathford (~3 km upstream 

of Bath City) down to Twerton Sluices (on the western side of Bath) where 

the river flows down to the city of Bristol and ultimately to the at Avonmouth.  

 
Figure 2 - Map of flood marks and important hydraulic structures in the City of Bath 

(Stamataki et. al, 2020). 

 

 

Even though the city was combating extreme flood events for centuries, it 

was the severe flooding of the city in 1960 that led to the implementation of 

a more effective flood management approach to protecting the city from 

future events. This ultimately resulted in the development of the Bath Flood 

Protection Scheme in the mid 1960s which was completed in the early 1970s. 

The scheme included radical changes to the geometry of the river channels, 

the removal of a 5-arch bridge and the construction of new sluice gates. As a 

result, the modern-day hydraulic structure of the river is changed from the 

earlier conditions prevailing at the time of the floods leaving the flood marks. 
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Thus, a credible reconstruction of the historical flood events required 

consideration of the hydraulic conditions prior to the changes imposed by the 

Bath Flood Protection Scheme. 

 

 

3. Methodology & Data Collection 

 

This research, using the modelling software Flood Modeller (Jacobs, 

2019), built a 1D hydraulic model of the River Avon by combining river 

geometrical data and available hydrological data. As discussed above, the 

model represents the river channel and surrounding environment at the time 

the flood marks were left on the building, i.e. prior to the construction of the 

Bath Flood Protection Scheme. 

 

 

3.1 Data Needed 

 

Hydraulic models are a numerical representation of a river and are used as 

an investigation tool to understand a system’s hydraulic behaviour. They can 
be useful for flood prediction, planning, catchment management, mitigation 

strategies, future infrastructure works and in this case for the reconstruction 

of historical flood events. To reconstruct the historical flood events of the city 

of Bath using a numerical model required therefore for the HYDRIC BATH 

Project to reconstruct the hydraulic conditions of the river at the time of the 

floods. 

Building a historical model and finding the correct input conditions is not 

an easy task and requires different aspects to be carefully considered as well 

as the use of historical and modern data sources. The first step is to separate 

in the numerical model the river channel into cross sections that represent the 

geometry of the river at specific locations. The cross sections can either be 

simple river cross sections, bridges or weirs. Then the next step is to specify 

the longitudinal distance between the cross sections. But to create a realistic 

flood model, we don’t only need geometrical information but also flood data 
and information. Flood hydrographs are the most important input in 

numerical models. They are graphs that show how a catchment responds to a 

rainfall event by plotting the flow rate over time for the duration of the flood. 

Hydrographs are introduced at the upstream boundary of a model and dictate 

how the water propagates through the river model. The schematic below (Fig. 

3) shows a simplified setup with an input hydrograph (the flow rate in the 
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river over time) at the upstream end of the river, an initial river cross section, 

a bridge and another river cross section. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3 - Example of simple hydraulic model consisting of an inflow hydrograph, two 

river cross sections and a bridge section (Stamataki et. al, 2020). 

 

 

3.2. Data Sources 

 

This section details how the required information was extracted for the 

modelling of the historical floods of the city of Bath. It will discuss the data 

sources for: (i) the longitudinal distance between these sections, (ii) cross 

sections of the river channel, (iii) the geometry of the hydraulic structures, 

and (iv) the inflow hydrograph (boundary condition). 

 

 

3.2.1 River cross sections and hydraulic structures 

 

The individual cross sections were found in the Environment Agency's 

Digital Archives in their office in Bridgwater among another 1,112 scanned 

drawings relevant to the BFDS. The Environment Agency established in 1996 

(Environment Agency, 2022) is a non-departmental public body in the UK 

whose main responsibilities entail flood management. A total of 233 locations 

were recorded on the longitudinal section found in the archives, showing 

measurements of the right and left bank levels, the bed elevation and their 

longitudinal distance from Avonmouth in feet. In 54 of these recorded 

locations full cross sections were drawn. All sections were taken in 1934 and 

were replotted after 1954 to Newlyn Datums; the ordonance datum used in 

the British Isles. 

However, all files were given names in date formats from their scanned 

date, for example, “2011–12–013” and there was no accompanying index, 
thus each individual cross section needed to be separated individually. 

Following the separation, each river cross section drawing was manually 

digitised, and all dimensions converted from inches to metres before being 

added to the numerical model. 
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Figure 4 - Cross section of the river at Halfpenny/Widcombe Bridge taken in 1934 and 

replotted to revised Newlyn Datums. 

 

 

3.2.2 Distance between cross sections 

 

The river cross section drawings were accompanied by an engineering 

drawing of a longitudinal section between Netham (Bristol) and Bathampton 

(upstream of Bath) dated 1954 where the distance between cross sections was 

specified and thus could be implemented in the hydraulic model. 

 

 

 
Figure 5 - Longitudinal engineering cross section from Netham (Bristol) to Bathampton 

(upstream of Bath) dated 1954. 

 

 

3.2.3 Hydraulic structures 

 

The two main types of hydraulic structures in the numerical model are 

bridges and weirs. The location of the different structures was identified using 

historical maps as well as reading the history of the city. As the City of Bath 

was built around the banks of the River Avon and the natural springs, these 

inevitably brought economic prosperity which in its turn depended upon the 

construction of important transport routes. Thus, permanent crossing points 

and bridges played an important role from Roman times. In the 8 km stretch 
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of the River Avon which was studied by the HYDRIC BATH Project, there 

were nine bridges.  

Weirs also played an important role in the history of the city, and there are 

three important weirs incorporated in the numerical model: one in Bath’s city 
Centre and the two Twerton weirs located downstream of Bath’s City Centre. 
The name “Twerton” is derived from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning “Two 
Weirs” and the first mention of a weir at the Twerton location appears as early 
as 945 AD (Von Behr, 1996) whilst the first sighting of a weir in Bath’s city 
centre was found in “The Savile Map of Bath”, dated 1603. The purpose of 
the weir at the time was to establish a water level difference to power mills. 

There were two mills at Bath’s city centre and the medieval diagonal weir 

connected these two mills. At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, 

whilst the West of England was known for its wool textile manufacturing, 

there were five mills located around the two weirs in Twerton. In the middle 

of the sixteenth century however, the Bath cloth industry collapsed, and by 

the seventeenth century the Twerton mills were reverted to grist milling (Von 

Behr, 1996). All three weirs played an important role in the economic 

prosperity of the city as well as the control of the River Avon’s hydraulics 
and remained in place until the Bath Flood Protection Scheme. The weir in 

Bath’s city centre was replaced by the current-day Pulteney Weir and the two 

weirs at Twerton were replaced by a twin automatic sluice barrage. 

Technical drawings of the bridges and weirs were included in the cross 

sections found in the Environment Agency’s office and were digitised and 
formatted as input into the hydraulic model. 

 

 

3.2.4 Inflow hydrograph 

 

At the upstream boundary of the hydraulic model, in St James' Bridge, 

there was a gauging station operational between 1939 and 1968, thus 

capturing two major events: the 1947 and 1960 floods. For the 1960 flood 

(the most significant and most recent pre-BFDS flood in Bath) a microfilm 

version of the recorded water levels documented during the flood was found 

in the physical archives of the National River Flow Archive (NRFA), in 

Wallingford (Fig. 6). The microfilm was digitised to create the 1960 inflow 

hydrograph using an existing rating curve for St James Bridge. However, it is 

interesting to notice two different parts of the scanned hydrograph: the top 

and the bottom. At the top it reads “Flood reached the top of the tube. Peak 
not recorded.” and at the bottom “Bottom of chart removed to allow peak 

level to be shown.”. From a reconstruction perspective this can become an 
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issue, as important information needs to be correlated with secondary sources 

and shows very clearly the possible uncertainty associated with documentary 

data. 

For the remaining of the historical flood events, due to the lack of a 

recorded inflow hydrographs, the hydrographs were modelled by scaling the 

1 in 100-year design hydrograph for the River Avon developed by Reed 

(1988) using either peak flow data recorded (e.g. 1947) or reconstructed using 

the numerical model. 

 

 
Figure 6 - Hydrograph of the December 1960 flood event. Microfilm capture of the water 

levels at St James (Bath City Centre)  

 

 

3.2.5 Floodplain extents 

 

Having separated the river channel into cross sections it became obvious 

that during all the historical flood events the floodplains around the river were 

inundated (which was also evident from historical pictures), an effect that had 

to be incorporated in the numerical model. To further understand the 

hydraulic balance between the river and the floodplains of the catchment area, 

historical pictures from the floods in Bath were examined, mainly from the 

1960, 1882 and 1894 floods. First, using the photographic online archive 

“Bath in Time” (Bath in Time, 2019), numerous photos of Bath during flood 
events were identified and geo-referenced. This initiated the creation of our 

own database and interactive historical flood map containing historical photos 

from Bath in Time; overlaid with the Environment Agency’s historic flood 
map GIS layer (Environment Agency, 2020) showing the maximum extent of 

individual Recorded Flood Outlines based on records from 1946. Initially, the 
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objective of this interactive map was to understand the size of the different 

floodplains of the city. This allowed us to extend our cross sections to 

incorporate the effect of the floodplains into the hydraulic model. Figure 7 

below for example shows one of the river cross sections in the model. The 

continuous black line shows the river cross section (River Avon) obtained 

from an archived engineering drawing and the dashed black line shows the 

extended floodplains (Dolomeads) which was calculated using the interactive 

map. 

 

 
Figure 7 - Example of a river cross section of the River Avon (continuous black line) and 

its extended floodplains towards the Dolomeads (dashed black line) 

 

 

3.2.6 Additional useful information  

 

Further to the aforementioned data sources, different methods were 

attempted for obtaining additional historical information. Firstly, a project 

website (https://hydricbath.weebly.com/) and blog were initiated which were 

used both for interaction with the general public through comments but also 

for dissemination purposes of the different updates of our project. The Tweet 

announcing the website launch reached 982 impressions and 31 engagements. 

Our blog posts created peaks of 30-50 views at a time of our website and 

each blog post gained considerable engagement on Twitter: 4,204 

impressions and 110 direct engagements on our first blog post; 1626 

impressions and 474 direct engagements on our second blog post; 2037 

impressions and 93 direct engagements on our third blog post; 3369 

impressions and 212 direct engagements on our fourth blog post; 2006 

impressions and 115 direct engagements on our fifth blog post; 2689 

impressions and 104 direct engagements on our sixth blog post; 4315 

impressions and 308 direct engagements on our seventh blog post and 2945 

impressions and 102 direct engagements on our eighth blog post.  

In terms of obtaining additional historical information, time was spent 

looking for hitherto unknown flood marks in the city. A Twitter-wide search 

was launched by asking Bathonians and Bath residents whether we missed 

any known flood marks. The tweet obtained 6,967 impressions and had 198 

https://hydricbath.weebly.com/
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direct engagements and 18 retweets. Overall, the tweet thread obtained a total 

of 10,184 impressions and 249 direct engagements. To reach an even wider 

audience, we then extended this with a form on our website allowing everyone 

to submit a message directly on the flood marks. 

 

 

4. Application/Reconstruction 

 

4.1 Reconstruction of historical peak flows 

 

The aim of the project was to use existing flood marks in the city of Bath 

to create a hydraulic model for the reconstruction of these historical events. 

In the centre of Bath, under Halfpenny/Widcombe Bridge flood marks existed 

for the floods of: January 1866, March 1867, July 1875, November 1875, 

October 1882, November 1888, March 1889, 13th November 1894, 15th 

November 1894, February 1897, December 1900, February 1900, June 1903, 

January 1925, March 1947 and December 1960. The purpose of the 

reconstruction was to ultimately obtain a more accurate estimate of the peak 

flow of these events, which could potentially prove useful in understanding 

the contemporary flood risk facing the city of Bath. 

After the river geometry, cross sections and hydraulic structures were 

reconstructed numerically, the parameters of the model were calibrated to 

represent the river geometry pre-Bath Flood Protection Scheme (pre-1960). 

Calibrating a numerical model is a very important step in numerical 

modelling and involves adjusting unknown model parameters within some 

acceptable uncertainty margins in order for the simulated water levels to 

match some known measured values (e.g. a water level of a flood mark).  

In this case, the model was calibrated using inflow input from two more 

recent flood events where observed data were available (1947 and 

1960floods). The calibration was achieved by adjusting unknown parameters 

in the model (primarily the value of the Manning’s roughness coefficient n) 
until the modelled water levels were in agreement with the historical water 

levels. As two different flood events were used to calibrate the model, this 

resulted in a range of credible values of Manning’s n which resulted in an 
upper and a lower threshold envelope of the results.  

Once the model was calibrated the remaining historical flood events (for 

which historical water level marks were identified) were reconstructed and 

validated from documentary sources where possible. The outcome of the 

analysis was the upper and lower set of historical peak flow data and all 

historical peak flow values were incorporated in a composite annual 
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maximum series of peak flow consisting of data from 1866 to present day 

(Figure 8). The figure combines the peak flow data from: (i) 1969-today 

measured in Bathford gauging station upstream of Bath’s city centre (blue 
dots); (ii) 1939-1968 (Reed, 1988) measured in St James gauging station at 

Bath’s city centre (red dots); and (iii) the modelled historical floods 1866-

1960 (Stamataki and Kjeldsen, 2021) with an upper and lower envelope 

threshold (black lines). By providing the results of the analysis with an upper 

and lower threshold envelope, the uncertainty in calibration values is taken 

into account. 

 
Figure 8 - Measured maximum flow from 1969-today (blue dots); 1939-1968 (red dots) 

(Reed, 1988) and modelled historical floods 1866-1960 with upper and lower envelope 

threshold (black lines). 

 

 

4.2. Dissemination 

 

Dissemination of the HYDRIC BATH Project’s results was very important 
for maximising the impact of the project and raising awareness for the 

magnitude of historical flood events and their importance in contemporary 

flood risk. In the first 6 months of the project, the University of Bath posted 

on their twitter account an interview I did explaining how historical flood data 

can predict the risk of flooding in the future which reached 1,927 views. 

Following this, at the end of the project, we summarised all our research and 

published a journal paper in the Journal of Flood Risk Management 
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(Stamataki and Kjeldsen, 2021) entitled “Reconstructing the peak flow of 
historical flood events using a hydraulic model: The city of Bath, United 

Kingdom” to disseminate our research to the research community. We also 

presented our research at the University of Bath’s Minerva Lecture Series 
which was attended by over 250 people with more than 30% being local 

residents. The lecture was recorded, and the video has 76 views (as of 

04/05/2022). Finally, we published a book “Flooding through the ages: 
Reconstructing historical floods in the city of Bath” which was printed in 200 
copies and given freely as well as being freely distributed online (downloaded 

462 times as of 04/05/2022). 

 

 

4.3. Challenges 

 

The development of the HYDRIC BATH Project’s numerical model 
included several stages. Firstly, identifying the flood marks throughout the 

city was a fundamental step before taking engineering measurements so that 

they could be incorporated into the numerical model. The project also 

required searching for historical information in the Record Office of the City 

of Bath and the archive rooms of the Centre of Ecology and Hydrology and 

the Environment Agency. Subsequently, participation in public engagement 

activities and generating awareness through a blog and website were crucial 

for dissemination purposes but also for the continuous search for additional 

historical information. Finally, combining all the above, the 1D hydraulic 

model representing the River Avon through the city of Bath was developed 

and used to assess the peak flow of historical flood events in the city.  

There is a large variety of documentary sources that can be used in an 

endeavour like this, including: historical photographs, local knowledge, 

engineering drawings, book chapters, technical reports, water level charts, 

physical markings of historical water levels and many others. Due to the 

diversity of all these types of data, the challenges come first in the stage of 

identification which is then followed by the stage of translation of this 

material into a unified and useful format. 

Knowing where all this information is stored is very important but equally 

difficult to identify. Central repositories of this information need to be created 

and specifically trained people to be employed as the type of information 

required may be considered of little or no importance to current management, 

and therefore not deemed a priority for preservation efforts.  

Following this, the digitisation stage can also be very challenging from 

different used units, to low-quality scanned, or even missing, documents, 
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smudged information or just contracting information. Thus the following 

steps are recommended to easy the work required for reconstruction of 

historical flood events at this and other locations:  

1. Identification of available information amongst the different agencies 

2. Creation of repository with clearly organised folders 

3. Re-naming of existing files or creating a list of all available files and 

information 

4. Digitisation of some of the available files/information 

Furthermore, open access to the data and information is key to ensure that 

the valuable historical data are brought into contemporary evaluations of 

flood risk. 

 

 

5. Implications 

 

The novelty of the research undertaken in this project and summarised in 

this chapter is without doubt novel lies in its newly adopted methodology for 

information and data gathering compared to current scientific practice, 

including the identification and translation of all documentary evidence into 

useful formats was a major and challenging undertaking, at times relying 

purely on serendipity.  

Climate change is widely expected to increase flood risk in the future and 

this research showed that the River Avon appears capable of producing events 

not seen in modern times. From a scientific perspective thus, the implications 

for the inclusion of historical flood data for contemporary flood risk 

assessments showed that it can have a dramatic effect on the outcome of a 

flood frequency analysis. For example, detailed statistical modelling of the 

observed extreme events suggested that the inclusion of the historical events 

resulted in a 20-30% increase in the 100-year flood, compared to using only 

contemporary data.  

This project allowed an assessment of long-term trends or shifts in flood 

risk of the city of Bath and paved new avenues towards the inclusion of 

historical peak flows in future quantitative flood risk assessments. However, 

this methodology and the inclusion of information from documentary sources 

is relevant to many other disciplines and such data can be applied from 

economical, to architectural, urban planning, statistical and geographical 

approaches. Recognising the importance of such datasets and the necessary 

methodologies for their inclusion is an important paving stone towards an 

integration of social science and digital / IT to aid scientific investigations. 
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